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Wednesday, 28th February, 2007

10.30 a.m.

ORD GNÓ
ORDER OF BUSINESS

2. An Bille um Athchóiriú an Dlı́ Reachtúil 2007 [Seanad] — An Dara Céim.
Statute Law Revision Bill 2007 [Seanad] — Second Stage.

22. An Bille um an gCiste Carbóin 2006 — An Dara Céim (atógáil).
Carbon Fund Bill 2006 — Second Stage (resumed).

3. An Bille um Chosaint Tomhaltóirı́ 2007 [Seanad] — An Dara Céim.
Consumer Protection Bill 2007 [Seanad] — Second Stage.

GNÓ COMHALTAÍ PRÍOBHÁIDEACHA
PRIVATE MEMBERS’ BUSINESS

64. Tairiscint maidir le Foréigean Baile (atógáil).
Motion re Domestic Violence (resumed).

P.T.O.
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I dTOSACH GNÓ PHOIBLÍ
AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF PUBLIC BUSINESS

Billı́ ón Seanad : Bills from the Seanad

2. An Bille um Athchóiriú an Dlı́ Reachtúil 2007 [Seanad] — An Dara Céim.
Statute Law Revision Bill 2007 [Seanad] — Second Stage.

3. An Bille um Chosaint Tomhaltóirı́ 2007 [Seanad] — An Dara Céim.
Consumer Protection Bill 2007 [Seanad] — Second Stage.

ORDUITHE AN LAE
ORDERS OF THE DAY

22. An Bille um an gCiste Carbóin 2006 — An Dara Céim (atógáil).
Carbon Fund Bill 2006 — Second Stage (resumed).

GNÓ COMHALTAÍ PRÍOBHÁIDEACHA
PRIVATE MEMBERS’ BUSINESS

Tairiscint (atógáil) (1 ur. 30 n fágtha):
Motion (resumed) (1 hr. 30 m remaining):

64. ‘‘That Dáil Éireann:

recognising that:

— the grave threat to life and limb and to the mental health and quality of life of
women, children and men posed by domestic violence is undermining the fabric of
our society and our belief in equality;

— an estimated 1 in 5 Irish women experience domestic violence at some point in
their lives;

— of 126 women violently killed since 1996, 81 were killed in their home and just
under 50% of victims whose cases have concluded were killed by their partner or
ex-partner;

— in 2003 on average more than 23 incidents of domestic violence were recorded by
Gardaı́ each day compared with an average of 11 other assaults recorded;

— more than a third of all calls to the Women’s Aid national phone help-line went
unanswered due to inadequate funding in 2005;

— women are 70% more likely to be raped, severely assaulted or murdered after they
access the legal system and attempt to leave their abuser and therefore victim safety
and offender accountability must be at the centre of every intervention; and

— there is an unjustifiable shortage of refuges and other front line provisions;

believes that:

— an effective sanctioning system is essential if the incidence of domestic violence is
to be reduced and therefore law enforcement bodies and agencies involved in the
administration of justice must prioritise the prosecution of domestic violence crimes
on indictment where possible rather than simply as breaches of orders;

— the variation in Garda practice across the state and within stations is a serious
problem and can impede women from making complaints or even undermine the
cases that are brought forward, and therefore the existing Garda policy on domestic
violence and practice must become subject to monitoring, support and supervision to
ensure it at least achieves the level of response expected and set down by that policy;
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— consideration should be given to the appointment of a Commissioner within An
Garda Sı́ochána tasked with ensuring domestic violence is treated as a serious
criminal matter, and domestic violence, rape and sexual abuse crimes should be
named as crime priorities in the Garda Annual Policing Plans;

— greater investment should be made in specialised training and ongoing in-service
training for Gardaı́ given the distinct nature of crimes of domestic and sexual
violence;

— guidelines should be introduced detailing criteria for the granting of safety,
protection and barring orders, as should regular information seminars for the
judiciary on the dynamics and impact of domestic violence, the latest international
research into effectively stopping domestic violence, and responding to the needs of
victims, children and offenders;

— all key agencies, including the HSE, Probation Service, Courts Service and Housing
Authorities, should be obliged to develop and implement, in conjunction with the
expert agencies, a domestic violence policy and training to govern their work;

calls on the government to:

— make the necessary provisions for the introduction of an effective and consistent
sanctioning system;

— publish and schedule time for legislation amending the Domestic Violence Act 1996
as a matter of urgency, including amendments to:

— remove the restrictions caused by residency requirements;

— list the name of the agency/practitioner responsible for taking sworn
information, for serving orders and/or summons and providing evidence to the
court regarding the response of the respondent;

— provide for the immediate communication to the local Garda station of the
granting/extension of an order for priority entry onto the Pulse system;

— provide for applicants for orders to automatically be given a copy of their
sworn information;

— provide for the immediate seizure of any firearm legally—held by a person
against whom an order has been granted; and

— clearly specify the data protection provisions governing the sharing of
information by agencies;

— re-introduce and resource a role for the Probation Service in family courts producing
safety reports and risk assessments to inform judges’ decisions;

— ensure the supervision of child access where necessary to protect against further
abuse;

— make provisions for the extension across the state of the inter-agency work model
developed by the NDVIA and the systemic changes achieved by them in the pilot
areas of Dun Laoghaire and Bray District Courts;

— prioritise and guarantee core funding to frontline services including refuges,
outreach, counselling, court accompaniment and transitional housing on a multi-
annual basis to allow for the strategic development and delivery of services; and

— introduce measures to overcome language difficulties and other barriers, including
the prospect of deportation, experienced by immigrants, ethnic minorities and others
attempting to access services and protections.’’ — Aengus Ó Snodaigh, Martin Ferris,
Seán Crowe, Arthur Morgan, Caoimhghı́n Ó Caoláin.

[27 February, 2007]

P.T.O.
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Leasú (atógáil):
Amendment (resumed):

1. To delete all words after ‘‘Dáil Éireann’’ and substitute the following:

‘‘— affirms that domestic violence is a heinous crime and cruel wrong that affects the
safety and welfare of vulnerable persons in the home, including children;

— agrees that the National Crime Council in 2005 reported that 15% (about 1 in 7) of
women had experienced violence;

— acknowledges the comprehensive protection afforded victims of domestic violence
contained in our civil and criminal law codes, namely:

— the Criminal Law (Rape) Amendment Act 1990;

— the Domestic Violence Act 1996;

— the Non-Fatal Offences against the Person Act 1997;

— the Domestic Violence (Amendment) Act 2002;

— the Criminal Justice Act 2006; and

— the Criminal Law Sexual Offences Act 2006;

— welcomes the substantial increases in funding provided under this Government,
including a three-fold increase over the past ten years in funding to front line
services provided through the Health Service Executive to over \17 million this
year, and a seven-fold increase over the past five years for awareness raising and
perpetrator programmes of the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform
to exceed \2.1 million in 2007;

— notes the commitment to continued funding to tackle domestic violence contained
in the recently published National Development Plan 2007 to 2013;

— notes that the Government’s National Women’s Strategy is being finalised for
publication in the near future and welcomes in particular that it contains proposals
in relation to the establishment in the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform of a national domestic violence office which will ensure the development
of a well co-ordinated ‘whole of Government’ response to violence against women;

— supports the Government’s strategic approach by way of updating of the wide-
ranging codes of law that address violence in the home, the changes in
administrative structures and the substantial increases in funding of public services
and non-governmental organisations;

— notes that the 1997 Task Force Report on Violence against Women was published
as a blue print recommending new structures and comprehensive services to bring
perpetrators to justice and to support victims;

— notes the establishment of the Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Unit in the
Garda Sı́ochána in 1997;

— welcomes the special training of the Garda Sı́ochána in the investigation of cases of
domestic violence, which is provided by experienced Garda personnel, assisted by
other professionals, such as psychologists, doctors, social workers and also experts
from the various non-governmental organisations; and

— commends the work undertaken by the National Steering Committee on Violence
against Women under the Chairmanship of Minister of State, Frank Fahey, in
bringing together all of the Government Departments, State bodies and non-
governmental organisations which work with victims of violence.’’ — An Tánaiste
agus Aire Dlı́ agus Cirt, Comhionannais agus Athchóirithe Dlı́.
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MEMORANDA

Dé Céadaoin, 28 Feabhra, 2007
Wednesday, 28th February, 2007

An Bille Oideachais (Forálacha Ilghnéitheacha) 2007:
Education (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill 2007:
Cruinniú den Roghchoiste um Oideachas agus Eolaı́ocht i Seomra Coiste 1, TL2000,

ar 9.30 a.m.
Meeting of the Select Committee on Education and Science in Committee Room 1,

LH2000, at 9.30 a.m.

Bille na bPrı́osún 2006:
Prisons Bill 2006:
Cruinniú den Roghchoiste um Dhlı́ agus Ceart, Comhionannas, Cosaint agus Cearta na

mBan i Seomra Coiste 2, TL2000, ar 9.30 a.m.
Meeting of the Select Committee on Justice, Equality, Defence and Women’s Rights in

Committee Room 2, LH2000, at 9.30 a.m.

Cruinniú den Chomhchoiste um Airgeadas agus an tSeirbhı́s Phoiblı́ i Seomra Coiste 4,
TL2000, ar 11 a.m.

Meeting of the Joint Committee on Finance and the Public Service in Committee Room 4,
LH2000, at 11 a.m.

Cruinniú den Fhochoiste um Chearta an Duine i Seomra Coiste 3, TL2000, ar
12 meán lae.

Meeting of the Sub-Committee on Human Rights in Committee Room 3, LH2000, at
12 noon.

Cruinniú den Chomhchoiste um Chomhshaol agus Rialtas Áitiúil i Seomra Coiste 3,
TL2000, ar 2 p.m.

Meeting of the Joint Committee on the Environment and Local Government in
Committee Room 3, LH2000, at 2 p.m.

Bille na bPrı́osún 2006:
Prisons Bill 2006:
Cruinniú den Roghchoiste um Dhlı́ agus Ceart, Comhionannas, Cosaint agus Cearta na

mBan i Seomra Coiste 1, TL2000, ar 2 p.m.
Meeting of the Select Committee on Justice, Equality, Defence and Women’s Rights in

Committee Room 1, LH2000, at 2 p.m.

Cruinniú den Chomhchoiste um Ghnóthaı́ Eorpacha i Seomra Coiste 2, TL2000, ar
2.30 p.m.

Meeting of the Joint Committee on European Affairs in Committee Room 2, LH2000, at
2.30 p.m.

Cruinniú den Chomhchoiste um Thalmhaı́ocht agus Bia i Seomra Coiste 4, TL2000,
ar 4 p.m.

Meeting of the Joint Committee on Agriculture and Food in Committee Room 4, LH2000,
at 4 p.m.

P.T.O.
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Cruinniú den Chomhchoiste um Ghnóthaı́ Ealaı́on, Spóirt, Turasóireachta, Pobail, Tuaithe
agus Gaeltachta i Seomra Coiste 2, TL2000, ar 4.15 p.m. (prı́obháideach).

Meeting of the Joint Committee on Arts, Sport, Tourism, Community, Rural and
Gaeltacht Affairs in Committee Room 2, LH2000, at 4.15 p.m. (private).

Cruinniú den Choiste um Nós Imeachta agus Pribhléidı́ i Seomra 2 (trı́d an bPrı́omh-
Halla), Teach Laighean, ar 5 p.m. (prı́obháideach).

Meeting of the Committee on Procedure and Privileges in Room 2 (off the Main Hall),
Leinster House, at 5 p.m. (private).

SCRÍBHINNÍ A LEAGADH FAOI BHRÁID NA DÁLA
DOCUMENTS LAID BEFORE THE DÁIL

Reachtúil: Statutory:

1) Tuarascáil an Bhreithnithe: Scéim 1) Adjudication Report: Conciliation and
Chomhréitigh agus Eadrána d’Óglaigh na Arbitration Scheme for the Defence Forces.
hÉireann.

2) Na Rialacháin Leasa Shóisialaigh 2) Social Welfare (Consolidated Supple-
(Liúntas Leasa Forlı́ontach Comhdhlúite) mentary Welfare Allowance) (Amendment)
(Leasú) (Forlı́onadh Aiste Bia agus Cı́os- (Diet Supplement and Maximum Rents)
anna Uasta) 2007 (I.R. Uimh. 44 de 2007). Regulations 2007 (S.I. No. 44 of 2007).

3) Na Rialacháin Leasa Shóisialaigh (Forá- 3) Social Welfare (Consolidated Payments
lacha Íocaı́ochtaı́ Comhdhlúite) (Leasú) Provisions) (Amendment) (Jobseeker’s
(Sochar do Lucht Cuardaigh Fostaı́ochta) Benefit) (Redundancy — Exemption from
(Iomarcaı́ocht — Dı́olúine ó Dhı́cháiliú) Disqualification) Regulations 2007 (S.I. No.
2007 (I.R. Uimh. 43 de 2007). 43 of 2007).

4) Comhaontú Locarno lena mBunaı́tear 4) Locarno Agreement Establishing an
Aicmiú Idirnáisiúnta i gcomhair Dearaı́ International Classification for Industrial
Tionscail. Arna shı́niú in Locarno an 8 Designs. Signed at Locarno on October 8,
Deireadh Fómhair, 1968 arna leasú an 28 1968 as amended on September 28, 1979.
Meán Fómhair, 1979.

5) Comhaontú Nice an 15 Meitheamh, 1957, 5) Nice Agreement Concerning the Inter-
a Bhaineann le hAicmiú Idirnáisiúnta national Classification of Goods and Ser-
Earraı́ agus Seirbhı́sı́ chun Crı́ocha Clárú vices for the Purposes of the Registration of
Marcanna, arna athbhreithniú i Stócólm an Marks of June 15, 1957, as revised at
14 Iúil, 1967, agus sa Ghinéiv an 13 Stockholm on July 14, 1967, and at Geneva
Bealtaine, 1977, agus arna leasú an 28 Meán on May 13, 1977, and amended on
Fómhair, 1979. September 28, 1979.

6) Coinbhinsiún maidir le haontú pointı́ 6) Convention on the unification of certain
áirithe de chuid an dlı́ shubstaintigh i leith points of substantive law on patents for
paitinnı́ i gcomhair airgeadh. Strasbourg, 27 invention. Strasbourg, 27 November, 1963.
Samhain, 1963.

7) Conradh Comhair Paitinnı́ (CCP). Arna 7) Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). Done
dhéanamh in Washington an 19 Meith- at Washington on June 19, 1970, amended
eamh, 1970, arna leasú an 28 Meán on September 28, 1979, modified on
Fómhair, 1979, arna mhodhnú an 3 February 3, 1984, and October 3, 2001 (as
Feabhra, 1984, agus an 3 Deireadh in force from April 1, 2002).
Fómhair, 2001 (atá i bhfeidhm ón 1
Aibreán, 2002).

8) Comhaontú Strasbourg an 24 Márta, 8) Strasbourg Agreement Concerning the
1971, a Bhaineann le hAicmiú Idirnáisiúnta International Patent Classification of March
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Paitinnı́, arna leasú an 28 Meán Fómhair, 24, 1971, as amended on September 28,
1979. 1979.

9) Prótacal breise a ghabhann le 9) Protocol additional to the Geneva
Coinbhinsiúin na Ginéive an 12 Lúnasa, Conventions of 12 August, 1949, and
1949, agus a bhaineann le hı́ospartaigh relating to the protection of victims of non-
coinbhleachtaı́ armtha neamh-idirnáisiúnta international armed conflicts (Protocol II).
a chosaint (Prótacal II).

10) Prótacal breise a ghabhann le Coin- 10) Protocol additional to the Geneva
bhinsiúin na Ginéive an 12 Lúnasa, 1949, Conventions of 12 August, 1949, and
agus a bhaineann le hı́ospartaigh coinbh- relating to the protection of victims of
leachtaı́ armtha idirnáisiúnta a chosaint international armed conflicts (Protocol I).
(Prótacal I).

11) Coinbhinsiún maidir le Pharmacopoeia 11) Convention on the Elaboration of a
Eorpach a Mhionsaothrú. European Pharmacopoeia.

12) Prótacal Uimh. 3 a ghabhann leis an 12) Protocol No. 3 to the Convention for
gCoinbhinsiún chun Cearta an Duine agus the Protection of Human Rights and
Saoirsı́ Bunúsacha a Chosaint, lena Fundamental Freedoms, amending Articles
leasaı́tear Airteagail 29, 30 agus 34 den 29, 30 and 34 of the Convention.
Choinbhinsiún.

13) Coinbhinsiún Eorpach maidir le 13) European Agreement on the Exchange
Comhléiriúchán Cineamatagrafach. of Tissue-Typing Reagents.

14) Comhaontú Eorpach maidir le 14) Additional Protocol to the European
hImoibreáin Tı́opála Fı́ocháin a Mhalartú. Agreement on the Exchange of Tissue-

Typing Reagents.

15) Coinbhinsiún maidir le hAistriú Daoine 15) Convention on the Transfer of
ar Cuireadh Pianbhreith Orthu. Strasbourg, Sentenced Persons. Strasbourg, 21 March,
21 Márta, 1983. 1983.

16) Coinbhinsiún Eorpach maidir le 16) European Convention on
Comhléiriúchán Cineamatagrafach. Cinematographic Co-production.

17) Prótacal Uimh. 1 a ghabhann leis an 17) Protocol No. 1 to the European
gCoinbhinsiún Eorpach chun Céastóireacht Convention for the Prevention of Torture
agus Íde nó Pionós atá Mı́dhaonna nó and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Táireach a Chosc. Strasbourg, 4 Samhain, Punishment. Strasbourg, 4 November, 1993.
1993.

18) Prótacal Uimh. 2 a ghabhann leis an 18) Protocol No. 2 to the European
gCoinbhinsiún Eorpach chun Céastóireacht Convention for the Prevention of Torture
agus Íde nó Pionós atá Mı́dhaonna nó and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Táireach a Chosc. Strasbourg, 4 Samhain, Punishment. Strasbourg, 4 November, 1993.
1993.

Neamhreachtúil: Non-Statutory:
Rialacháin na gComhphobal Eorpach European Communities (Classification,
(Ullmhóidı́ Contúirteacha a Aicmiú, a Packaging and Labelling of Dangerous
Phacáistiú agus a Lipéadú) (Leasú) 2007 Preparations) (Amendment) Regulations
(I.R. Uimh. 76 de 2007). 2007 (S.I. No. 76 of 2007).

Wt. 23002. 553. 2/07. Cahill. (X50797). Gr. 30-15.
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